Audit Trail of East Devon Local Plan showing Draft Versions and Modifications Made – October 2015

Audit Trail of Differing Draft Versions of the Plan and Modifications Made - October 2015
Tabulated below is an audit trail of the differing drafts of the plan and information about stages of consultation undertaken. It should be noted that changes relate
primarily to the text in the plan but they do also cross-reference and refer, in some cases, to a number of plan and map based changes.

Stage Draft version of
the plan
A.
Pre-publication
stages of plan
making
B.
Publication
Draft of the
Local Plan

C.

Publication
Draft of the
Local Plan –
incorporating
Post
Publication
Changes

Date of
consultation
Up to June
2012
16 November
2012 until 12
noon on 14
January 2013

Friday 23
August 2013
until 12 noon
on Monday 7
October 2013

Commentary on Consultation

Relevant web links

Prior to plan publication there were various
draft documents that were produced and
consulted on.
This was the draft of the plan that was
formally published.

The link below provides information on pre-publication consultation work:
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/planning/planning-policy/emerging-plans-andpolicies/the-new-local-plan/draft-local-plan-consultation-documents/
The text of the plan consulted on is available through the link below:
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/media/348650/publication-draft-of-the-new-localplan.pdf
Links to the proposals map are found on the web page below:
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/planning/planning-policy/emerging-plans-andpolicies/the-new-local-plan/publication-and-submission-of-the-localplan/plan-publication/
The schedule of proposed changes to the plan that was consulted on is
available at:
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/media/348653/proposed-minor-post-publicationchanges.pdf
To assist plan users the Council also produced a refreshed draft of the plan
with the changes incorporated that showed additional proposed new text in
red underlined font and deleted text with a single strike through. See:
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/media/348883/tracked-changes-version-of-theplan.pdf

After receipt of comments on the plan at
publication stage (Stage B above) the
Council made a number of proposed
changes to the plan. This amended draft of
the plan was submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate for examination. The
Inspector advised that these changes
should be subject to their own
consultation. The Council advised that this
was the version of the plan that was to be
formally examined.
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Stage Draft version of
the plan
D.
Post initial
hearing session
Plan Changes

E.

Plan changes
following the
2nd set of
hearing
sessions

Date of
consultation
16 April 2015
to Friday 12
June 2015

September
2015

Commentary on Consultation

Relevant web links

The publication draft of the plan was
subject to hearing sessions during February
and March 2014. At these hearing sessions
various further proposed changes to the
plan were discussed. In March 2014 the
inspector advised the Council of the need
for further work on the plan and this work,
in conjunction with changes discussed at
hearing sessions, led to a series of
additional proposed amendments to the
plan. These changes and supporting
evidence were discussed at a 2nd set of
hearing sessions that were held in July
2015.
After the second set of hearing sessions the
inspector requested that the Council
update evidence documents and set out
any further plan changes arising from this
work. The Inspector advised that he would
allow the participants at the housing
session an opportunity to see and
comment on the Council’s further
submissions.

A schedule of proposed changes to the plan (to be read in conjunction with
plan draft as set out in Stage C above) can be seen at:
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/media/1060696/psd2015b-table-of-changes-tolocal-plan-final-version.pdf
To assist plan users a new tracked changes draft of the plan was produced. In
this new draft the changes from the above stage were retained (i.e. new text
in red underlined font and deletions with a single strike though were kept in).
The new version, however, also showed further changes in blue double
underlined font and deletions with a double strike through. This amended
version of the plan can be seen at:
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/media/1060693/psd2015a-local-plan-trackedchanges-consultation-apr-2015.pdf
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A summary report of additional work undertaken on the plan, including
further proposed changes, can be viewed at:
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/media/1291448/psd2015r-changes-and-furtherwork-from-hearing-sessions.pdf
The summary report with plan changes (and additional evidence reports)
were made available for comment with details on the Programme Officer we
pages at:
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/planning/planning-policy/emerging-plans-andpolicies/inspector-and-programme-officer/inspector-and-councilcorrespondence-since-2014-examination-hearings/
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Stage Draft version of
the plan
F.
Consultation at
October 2015

Date of
consultation
It is proposed
that
consultation
will run from
Friday 16th
October 2015
to 12.00 noon
on Monday 30
November
2015

Commentary on Consultation

Relevant web links

In October 2015 the Inspector contacted
the council advising that they should
consult on the changes put forward for and
as a result of the July hearings (i.e. any new
ones since the last consultation). The
consultation will, therefore, be in respect
of Plan changes following the 2nd set of
hearing sessions - Stage E as detailed
above.

Consultation details will be on the council web site at:
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/planning/planning-policy/emerging-plans-andpolicies/the-new-local-plan/examination-and-hearing-sessions-and-furtherconsultation/work-programme-autumn-2015/#article-content
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